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摘    要 

本論文提出了在第三代行動通訊與無線區域網路整合式網路下具完整匿名性的認證協

定。首先，提出一整合第三代行動通訊與無線區域網路的網路架構、認證模型與認證協定應具

備的要素。再介紹錯誤更正碼與單向雜湊鍊，可以提供驗證時使用者身份不會被曝露，及提升

認證程序整體效能。基於以上方法，我們提出了一個具完整匿名性及效率性的認證協定，可以

提供使用者身份在整個認證過程中完整的保護，因為即使使用者第一次進行驗證時身份也無法

被任何人探知，並且行動通訊業者可以不需要花費多餘成本去維護使用者金鑰的資料庫。相較

於目前已提出的方法，EAP-AKA 與 W-SKE，本方法整體大幅降低了通訊與運算成本。最後，

藉由實驗的結果，可以證明我們所提出的方法是較有效率的。 

 

關鍵詞：：：：第三代行動通訊、無線區域網路、整合式網路、認證、匿名性、錯誤更正碼 

 
Abstract 

      An efficient authentication protocol is crucial to the success of 3G/WLAN interworking. 
This paper, based on error correction codes, one-way hashing and symmetric cryptography, proposes 

a new authentication scheme for integrated 3G/WLAN networks. The new scheme provides perfect 

anonymity because it does not expose mobile users’ identifiers on the air even they are authenticated 

for the first time. Additionally, it greatly improves the communication performance. 

 

Keyword：：：：3G、WLAN、Interworking、Authentication、Anonymity、EAP-AKA、W-SKE、Error 

correction codes  
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1. Introduction 

      Although the third generation cellular 
network (3G) can provide higher data capacity (up 

to 2Mb/s) than 2G cellular network to support new 

services (videophone or video streaming) for mo-

bile subscribers, it suffers from the limited data 

rate and expensive deployment. In contrast, wire-

less local area networks (WLAN) [7][8] are 

adopted widely by service providers in small areas 

or hotspots, because of their cost-effectiveness, 

ease of deployment and high data rates (802.11g 

up to 54 Mb/s) in an unlicensed frequency band. 

However, WLAN can not cost-efficiently provide 

the wide coverage 3G does. In order to provide 

ubiquitous wireless communications at high data 

rate and large varieties of services in the hotspots 

and campus-wide areas, 3G service providers re-

gard WLAN as a technology to compliment their 

3G system. Therefore, integrating both WLAN and 

3G network is seen as an ideal choice for 3G ser-

vice providers. 

      Third Generation Partnership Project 

(3GPP)[1] looks into the feasibility of integrating 

3G and WLAN and discusses six common in-

ter-working scenarios in an incremental set of ser-

vices and operational features. Currently, scenarios 

2 and 3, where an IP connectivity is activated via 

WLAN for 3G subscribers, are more attractive and 

attainable, because they allow 3G users to access 

high-data-rate IP services of WLAN, and the 

WLAN does not need to confirm to the compli-

cated 3G access/core network interfaces. In such 

mixed infrastructure environments, the mobile 

subscribers should be authenticated by an authen-

tication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) 

server before they can actually access whatever 

services allowed. In general, the following ele-

ments should be involved in the authentication 

process: mobile subscriber (MS), authentication 

system (AS) of visited WLAN (for example, AP in 

802.11), foreign AAA server of visited WLAN 

(F-AAA) and home AAA server of mobile sub-

scriber (H-AAA). 

      There are several main concerns in the au-

thentications– the protection of user’s identity, the 

efficiency of the protocol, and the generation of 

secure authenticated key. User identity privacy 

(anonymity) is used to avoid exposing any infor-

mation about permanent subscriber identification. 

Exposing once permanent identification would 

compromise the subscriber’s location on the radio 

interface, and allow different communications of 

the same subscriber on the radio interface to be 

linked. The efficiency of the protocol is to mini-

mize the authentication latency that a roaming user 

experiences. So, an authentication protocols 

should minimize the message sizes and the number 

of exchanges between foreign domain and home 

domain. Additionally, the low computational 

power of mobile stations should be considered, 

which means an authentication protocol requiring 

heavy computation on the mobile stations is not 

applicable. 

     Regarding potential authentication protocols, 

EAP-AKA and EAP-SIM [2][3][6] have been 

proposed (by 3GPP) as the authentication proto-

cols for 3G/WLAN interworking. Both EAP-AKA 

and EAP-SIM provide user anonymity through 

temporary identities, or pseudonyms, which are 

equivalent to but separate from the Temporary 

Mobile Subscriber Identities (TMSI). However, 

the real identity of mobile subscribers is exposed 

to the air when authenticating mobile subscribers 

at the first time. This might cause the identity of 

the user to be exposed and traced at some time 

periods. Moreover, EAP-AKA and EAP-SIM do 

not minimize the number of exchanges between 

the foreign domain and home domain. It, therefore, 

incurs long latency when mobile users roam into 

foreign environments. Salgarelli et al. [11] noticed 

the long latency of both EAP-SIM and EAP-AKA, 

and proposed W-SKE to reduce the number of 

messages exchanged and to minimize the latency. 

However, there are several weaknesses inherent in 

W-SKE: (1) W-SKE cannot prevent a F-AAA 

from overcharging H-AAA if the F-AAA is dis-

honest; (2) protection of subscriber’s identity is 

not considered; (3) the authentication latency is 

not optimized. 

     Park [9] has proposed an authentication 

protocol with anonymity and untraceability, which 

is based on the secret-key certificate and the alge-

braic structure of error-correcting codes. The con-

cept of the secret-key certificate, originally due to 

[5], provides a means for the authentication server 

to get rid of maintaining a secure database of sub-

scribers’ secrets. Park’s scheme further encodes 

the secret-key certificate, by using the transforma-

tion of error correction codes and by adding artifi-

cial error vector, such that user anonymity and un-

traceability are achieved. However, the protocol is 

one-way authentication only, and is not designed 

for the integrated 3G/WLAN environment. 
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      In this paper, we propose a new authentica-

tion protocol to improve the performance in sev-

eral respects: (1) user’s identity is never exposed 

even the user is authenticated for the first time; (2) 

AAA servers do not need to keep secret databases 

for subscriber’s secret keys; (3) the authentication 

latency is greatly improved. Combining the tech-

nique based on secret-key certificate, the algebraic 

of the error correcting code and temporary identity, 

our protocol can protect user’s anonymity through 

the whole process. The rest of the paper is organ-

ized as follows. Section 2 introduces our model 

and the requirements. Section 3 proposes our pro-

tocol, which is followed by the security analysis 

and the performance analysis in Section 4. Finally, 

Section 5 states our conclusions. 

 

2. Requirements and Authentication 

model 

2.1 Network architecture 

      The network architecture as shown in Fig-

ure 1 is considered for 3G/WLAN interworking in 

this paper. In the architecture, MS denotes mobile 

user, H-AAA denotes home AAA server of a mo-

bile user MS, and F-AAA denotes foreign AAA 

server of the WLAN that a mobile user MS want 

to visit. If the F-AAA and the H-AAA belong to 

separate providers, the association between the 

F-AAA and the AAA proxies (brokers) as well as 

those between the AAA proxies and H-AAA 

should be set up. The AAA broker sets up appro-

priate security associations and routes AAA mes-

sages to appropriate H-AAAs. Hence, the path 

between the F-AAA of the visited WLAN and the 

H-AAA in the home network may pass several 

hops of intermediate AAA relays that are part of 

the broker network. 

 

2.2 The authentication model 

      Our authentication model is based on Sal-

garelli’s work [11]. The authentication model di-

rectly corresponds to the network architecture in-

troduced in previous section. Figure 2 illustrates 

the various network entities involved in the au-

thentication procedure. In order to authenticate 

and/or protect data in transit between X and Y, a 

security association AX,Y should be set up and can 

be defined as the combination of the nodes’ iden-

tity information (e.g., NAIs), some form of cryp-

tographic keys (e.g., public keys, pre-shared sym-

metric keys), and information on cryptographic 

algorithms to be used. 

      In the model, several security associations 

are identified and set up for providing communica-

tion privacy. Each MS shares a security associa-

tion AMS,H-AAA with its H-AAA server. In the au-

thentication phase, the MS communicates with an 

authentication system (AS) that is part of a net-

work element like an AP in an 802.11 network. 

We assume that each AS has a unique identity 

(ASID) that is meaningful to the MS. For example, 

the ASID of an AP could be represented by its 

Extended Service Set ID (ESSID) in an 802.11 

network (e.g., taichung.tw.hotspot.com). The 

ESSID is used in networks to identify the name of 

each LAN. 

      Each AS maintains a preconfigured secu-

rity association AAS,F-AAA with its F-AAA server. 

We also assume that a security association 

AF-AAA,H-AAA exists between F-AAA and H-AAA, 

which allows them to authenticate and/or encrypt 

each other’s message. In the 3G/WLAN inter-

working network, F-AAA and H-AAA may be-

long to separate service providers, and then an as-

sociation has to be set up via an AAA broker or 

explicit pair-wise relationship should be setup as 

part of roaming agreement. For simplicity, we as-

sume that a pre-configured security association 

exists between any pair of adjacent nodes on the 

network path between the AS and H-AAA. One of 

the objectives of the authentication model is to 

setup temporary per-session association and cryp-

tographic keys between MS and AS, AMS,AS. These 

keys are used to encrypt and authenticate data ex-

changed between MS and AS. 

 

2.3 Protocol requirements 

      The requirements that an authentication 

protocol for 3G/WLAN interworking should sat-

isfy include the following points. (1) Network ef-

ficiency: The protocol has to minimize the number 

of exchanges between the F-AAA and H-AAA. (2) 

User anonymity: Prevent the MS’s real identity 

from being exposed to the wireless environment.  

(3) Mutual Authentication: both H-AAA and MS 

can authenticate each other. So do MS and F-AAA. 

(4) Secure session key exchange: in each session, 

the session key should be fresh, random, and dis-

tinct. (5) Forward secrecy: Even if an attacker 

happens to derive the cryptography key of one 
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session, the future sessions will be not compro-

mised. (6) Fraud protection: The system should 

prevent unauthorized users from obtaining services 

from visited network, and prevent F-AAA from 

overcharging H-AAA. 

 

3. A New Authentication Protocol 

      In this section, we propose a new authenti-

cation protocol with user anonymity and untrace-

ability for 3G/WLAN interworking. The protocol 

aims to satisfy all requirements discussed earlier. 

Especially, home/foreign domain does not need to 

keep a secure database for maintaining registered 

users’ secret keys, and therefore the overhead on 

H-AAA/F-AAA is reduced. The protocol consists 

of three phases: subscription phase, full authenti-

cation phase, and fast re-authentication phase. In 

the subscription phase, H-AAA issues MS an en-

coded secret-key certificate that contains the MS’s 

real identity, a hashed value, and the master key 

shared between MS and its H-AAA. 

      When the MS roams to a new foreign do-

main or when the encoded secret-key certificate 

issued by F-AAA becomes expired, the full au-

thentication phase is performed. The full authenti-

cation phase involves MS, AS, F-AAA and 

H-AAA. Once a full authentication has been exe-

cuted, the MS also receives another encoded se-

cret-key certificate issued by F-AAA. The se-

cret-key certificate issued by F-AAA contains the 

MS’s temporal identity, a hashed value, and the 

master key shared between MS and F-AAA. After 

one successful execution of full authentication, 

MS can perform several times of fast 

re-authentications, by using an un-expired the se-

cret-key certificate. The lifespan of each se-

cret-key certificate should be defined in the roam-

ing agreement. The fast re-authentication phase 

only involves MS, AS and F-AAA. 

 

3.1 Preliminaries 

Error correction codes and anonymity 

     Now we briefly introduce the concept of 

error correction codes as follows. A linear error 

correction code of length N, dimension K, and 

minimum distance D is denoted by (N, K, D), and 

the codes can be defined by its generator matrix G. 

G denotes the K-by-N generator matrix. A binary 

K-tuple m can be encoded to an N-bit codeword by 

computing c = (c1c2…cN-1cN) = m．G. If an error 

vector e is added to the codeword c, then the final 

transmission vector is r = c + e. Assume that the 

Hamming weight of the error vector e is less than 

or equal to  1)/2-(D t = , then r can be decoded 

into c based on the syndrome vector s = r．HT
, 

where H denotes an (N-K)-by N party-check ma-

trix such that 0=• THG . 

      Park [9] utilized the added error vector to 

convey additional information. The concept is to 

transform the additional information into an error 

vector with hamming weight t such that both the 

error vector e and the codeword c can be recovered 

by the receiver who has the parity-check matrix H. 

Since there are N bits in a codeword, there are   

distinct error vectors with weight t. Let iz  de-

notes the additional information, and | iz | denotes 

its bit length. So, for | iz |< 







)(log2
t

N
, the infor-

mation   can be transformed into an error vector 

e with Hamming weight t, by using the or-

der-preserving mapping induced by the lexico-

graphic order of the vectors and the natural order 

of the integers [4][10]. Algorithm 1 and 2 are used 

to transform the information into the error vector 

and the error vector back into the information re-

spectively. Let the codeword carry the user’s re-

lated information and let the added error vector 

carry the random-generated authentication infor-

mation for each session, Park’s scheme can 

achieve anonymity and un-linkability through the 

authentication processes. 

 

Algorithm 1 
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Unbalanced one-way binary tree 

      In our scheme, we will use the unbalanced 

one-way binary tree (UOBT) [12] to accelerate the 

authentication process. Now we introduce UOBT. 

Let 0,0P  denotes one randomly chosen integer. 

Now we compute )( 0,010, PhP
i

i =  for ni ~1= , 

and )( 0,2, i

j

ji PhP =  for mj ~1= . That is,   

))(()( 0,0110,0

2

10,2 PhhPhP == and )( 0,2

2

22,2 PhP =  

))(( 0,222 Phh= . Then, a UOBT with initial seed 

0,0P  can be depicted in Figure 3, where the chain 

( 0,0,10,0 ,...,, nPPP ) is called the main chain, and the 

chains ( miii PPP ,1,0, ,...,, ) for ]1,0[ −∈ ni  are called 

the sub-chains in this paper. The main chain will 

be used to authenticate a mobile user to its H-AAA 

in the full authentication phase, where the value 

0,iP  for 1~0 −= ni  is used as the authentica-

tion token in (n-i)th full authentication. While each 

sub-chain ( miii PPP ,1,0, ,...,, ) could be used to au-

thenticate a mobile user to a F-AAA in the fast 

re-authentications and the value jiP ,  will be used 

as the (m-j)th fast re-authentication token in the 

F-AAA, if the F-AAA involves in the full authen-

tication using 0,iP . n specifies the maximum 

numbers of allowed full authentications for each 

H-AAA issued certificate, and m specifies the 

maximum numbers of allowed fast 

re-authentications for each F-AAA issued certifi-

cate. n and m should be pre-defined in the agree-

ment. 

 

3.2 The detailed protocol 

      Now we are ready to present our protocol 

in details. Initially, each AAA server (H-AAA and 

F-AAA) sets up its own secret parameters- the 

generator matrix G, the party-check matrix H, and 

the server secret key. The matrices of H-AAA are 

denoted as AAAHG −  and H-AAAH , and those of 

F-AAA are denoted as AAAFG −  and AAAFH − . 

The secret key of H-AAA is denoted as AAAHK − , 

and that of F-AAA is denoted as AAAFK − . Each 

mobile user (MS) has a device that enables the 

encryption algorithm and the order-preserving 

mapping algorithms. Now we describe the three 

phases of our protocol - subscription phase, full 

authentication phase, and fast re-authentication 

phase- as follows. 

 

Table 1. Notations 

Notation Meaning 

1h , 2h  One-way hashing functions 

AK  The secret key of A 

A,BK  The shared key between A and B 

mA The secret-key certificate generated 

by A 

GA The generator matrix of A 

HA The parity check matrix of A 

cA The encoded secret-key certificate 

generated by A 

EK() A symmetric-key encryption using 

the key K 

PRFK() A pseudo-random function with the 

key K 

r The transmission vector 

UID The real identity of the subscriber 

TID The temporal identity of the sub-

scriber 

SID The session identity of the sub-

scriber 

ASID The unique identity of the AS 

AUTHA The message authentication code 

computed by A 

 

The subscription phase 

      To subscribe the service, MS first chooses 

an integer 0,0P , computes 0,nP , and sends its real 

identity (UID) and the value 0,nP  to its H-AAA 

through a secure channel. H-AAA randomly gen-

erates a shared key AAAHMSK −,  for the MS, com-

putes a secret-key certificate mH-AAA 

= )_||( 0, timevalid||KUID||PE MS,-H-AAAnKH-AAA
 , 

where valid_time denotes the valid time period of 

this certificate, and  
AAAHK

E
−
() denote the encryp-

tion using the key AAAHK − . H-AAA encodes the 

certificate as a codeword AAAHc −  
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AAAHAAAH Gm −− ⋅= , and sends MS the values 

( AAAHMSK −, , AAAHc − ) through a secure channel. 

Please notice that H-AAA does not need to keep 

the secret database for storing the values 

AAAHMSK −, . 

 

The full authentication phase 

      Figure 4 depicts the successful execution of 

i-th full authentication, and the steps are described 

as follows. 

1. MS send a START message: MS initiates the 

protocol by sending a START message, 

when it listens to ASIDs broadcasts by the 

AS or explicitly probes for the presence of 

the AS. 

2. AS inquires MN ID. 

3. MS prepares the transmission vector r: MS 

computes the i-th authentication token of the 

main chain, 0,inP − , and then transform the 

value [i|| 0,inP − ] into an error vector e with 

length N and hamming weight t = 

 1)/2-(D , using the mapping algorithm 1. 

It adds the error vector e to the encoded cer-

tificate AAAHc −  to get the transmission vec-

tor r = AAAHc − + e. 

4. MS sends the transmission vector SID, r to 

AS. SID denotes the session identifier. 

5. AS relays MS response and its identity ASID 

to F-AAA. 

6. F-AAA forwards MS’s response and ASID to 

the appropriate H-AAA using pre-established 

secure channel. 

7. H-AAA processing: H-AAA performs the 

following steps: 

� H-AAA uses the parity matrix 

HH-AAA and the reverse mapping al-

gorithm 2 to derive the value [i|| 0,inP − ] 

as well as the encrypted certificate 

mH-AAA. It then decrypts the certificate to 

get the data ( ,, 0,nPUID ,MS,-H-AAAK  

)_ timevalid . 

� H-AAA checks whether MS’s real 

identity UID and the valid time 

valid_time are still valid. If so, it further 

checks whether (1) i is larger than the 

counter value stored in its database, and 

(2) )( 0,1 in

i
Ph −  equals 0,nP . If all the 

verifications succeed, H-AAA accepts 

this request and updates the stored 

counter as i. 

� From ASID, H-AAA notices that the 

MS is visiting the foreign domain, and 

may ask for services from the domain 

for a period of time. In order to allow 

the F-AAA to perform fast 

re-authentications of the MS on behalf 

of itself, H-AAA uses 0,inP −  as a seed 

to generate the sub-chain 

( mininin PPP ,1,0, ,...,, −−− ). 

� H-AAA computes its response 

AUTHH-AAA, the session key MS,ASK   

between MS and AS, and the temporary 

master key -AAAMS,-K F  between MS and 

F-AAA as follows: 

||ASID) ||UID||SIDPMACAUTH inKH-AAA MS,H-AAA 0,( −=  (1) 

) (AUTHPRFK H-AAAKMS,AS MS,H-AAA
=               (2) 

)( , H-AAAminKMS,F-AAA ||AUTHPPRFK
MS,H-AAA −=       (3) 

8. H-AAA sends an AAA message which in-

cludes TID, minP ,− , -AAAMS,-K F , AUTHH-AAA 

and MS,ASK  to F-AAA, where TID is the 

temporary identifier for MS. 

9. F-AAA sends AUTHH-AAA, AAA-FK , TID and 

cF-AAA to AS: F-AAA uses its secret key 

AAA-FK  to generate a secret-key certificate 

mF-AAA = ||E ,- MS,F-AAAminK ||K(TID||P
F-AAA

 

)_ timevalid  , and then decodes it into a 

codeword of length by computing 

AAAFAAAFAAAF Gmc −−− ⋅= .  Finally, it sends 

an AAA message includes AUTHH-AAA, 

MS,ASK , TID and the encoded secret-key cer-

tificate, cF-AAA, to AS. 

10. AS processing of F-AAA message: AS ex-

tracts   from the AAA message and for-

wards AUTHH-AAA, (TID)KMS AS,  and cF-AAA 

to the MS. 

11. MS processing of AS’s message: MS verifies 

AUTHH-AAA as per Eq. 1, which should suc-

cessfully prove the authentication of 

H-AAA’s to MS. Using AUTHH-AAA, MS can 

locally generate the session key  KMS,AS  

and the temporary master key MS,F-AAAK  as 

Equation 2 and Equation 3. Finally, it uses 

the key  KMS,AS  to decrypt )(AS, TIDKMS   

and get TID. It finally stores the encoded cer-
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tificate cF-AAA and the counter j=0 that will 

enable MS to perform fast re-authentications 

in F-AAA’s domain for up to m times fast 

re-authentications. 

      Please notice that, before using up the main 

chain, the MS should subscribe for the next secret 

key certificate by submitting related data, and the 

H-AAA should generate the new certificate for the 

MS. This process can be done through a successful 

full authentication. 

 

The fast re-authentication phase 

      After one successful execution of full au-

thentication, MS has obtained one encoded cer-

tificate issued by F-AAA, and has shared one 

master key -AAAMS,-K F  with F-AAA. Please notice 

that F-AAA does not need to keep the secret key 

-AAAMS,-K F , since F-AAA can derive the secret key 

when MS returns the encoded certificate. MS can 

request up to m times of fast re-authentications 

from F-AAA during the valid period of the certifi-

cate. The successful execution of the j-th fast 

re-authentication is depicted in Figure 5, and the 

steps are described as follows. 

      The step 1 and 2 are same as those of the 

full authentication procedure. 

3. MS prepares the transmission vector r: MS 

computes the j-th authentication token of the 

sub chain, jminP −− , , and then transform the 

value [j|| jminP −− , ] into an error vector e with 

length N and hamming weight t = 

 1)/2-(D , using the mapping algorithm 1. 

It adds the error vector e to the encoded cer-

tificate AAAFc -  to get the transmission vector 

r = AAAFc - + e. 

4. MS sends SID and r to AS. 

5. AS relays the MS response and ASID to 

F-AAA. 

6. F-AAA’s processing: 

� F-AAA uses the parity matrix HF-AAA 

and the reverse mapping algorithm 2 to 

derive the value [j|| jminP −,- ] as well as 

the encrypted certificate mF-AAA. It then 

decrypts the certificate to get the data 

( )_,,, ,i- timevalidKPTID MS,F-AAAmn . 

� F-AAA checks whether MS’s identity 

TID and the valid time valid_time are 

still valid. If so, it further checks 

whether (1) j is larger than the counter 

value stored in its database, and (2) 

)( ,-2 jmin

j
Ph −  equals n-i,mP . 

� If all the verifications succeed, F-AAA 

updates its local counter, and generates 

the session key SMS,AK  and the authen-

tication code AUTHF-AAA as follows. 

)( ,AAA-F ||ASID||TID||SIDPMACAUTH jminKMS,F-AAA −−=     (4) 

) (AUTHPRFK F-AAAKMS,AS MS,F-AAA
=             (5) 

7. F-AAA sends an AAA message which in-

cludes AUTHF-AAA and MS,ASK  to the AS. 

8. AS processing of F-AAA message: AS ex-

tracts MS,ASK  from the AAA message and 

forwards AUTHF-AAA to the MS. 

9. MS processing of AS message: MS verifies 

AUTHF-AAA as per Eq. 4, which proves the 

authentication of F-AAA’s to MS. Then, it 

generates MS,ASK  locally using Eq. 5. The 

fast re-authentication is done. 

 

4. Security and Performance Analysis 

4.1 Security analysis 

      In this section, we analyze the security 

properties of the proposed protocol. 

Perfect user Anonymity — The secret-key cer-

tificates issued by H-AAA and by F-AAA respec-

tively are used to identify the mobile user, and no 

other identification information is transmitted. 

Only the issuer (H-AAA or F-AAA) is able to de-

crypt the corresponding certificate and retrieve the 

identifier (or temporary identifier). Unlike 

EAP-SIM and EAP-AKA where the user identifier 

(NAI based on IMSI) is transmitted for each time 

when the temporary identifier is not available, our 

scheme never exposes any user’s identification. 

Therefore, perfect anonymity is achieved. 

Mutual Authentication — In the i-th execution of 

full authentication, H-AAA can authenticate MS 

by verifying the chain value [i|| 0,inP − ] encoded in 

the transmission vector r, and MS can authenticate 

H-AAA by verifying AUTHH-AAA. Likewise, in the 

j-th fast re-authentication, F-AAA can authenticate 

MS by verifying the encoded value [j|| jminP −,- ], 

and MS can verify F-AAA by the authenticator 

AUTHF-AAA. So, mutual authentication is achieved. 

Secure session key establishment — The fresh-

ness and randomness of the session keys (gener-

ated according to Eq. 2 and Eq. 5) follows from 
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the freshness of AUTHH-AAA, AUTHF-AAA and the 

properties of pseudo-random functions. The secu-

rity of the session keys are based on the privacy of 

the master keys MS,H-AAAK  or MS,F-AAAK . There-

fore, those session keys are secure. 

Forward Secrecy — Since each session key is 

distinct, random and independent, disclosure of 

one session key will not compromise other session 

keys. 

 

4.2 Performance analysis 

      We now evaluate the efficiency of our 

scheme in terms of authentication latency in more 

details. Let AAAHAAAFT −− ,  denotes the one trip 

latency between H-AAA and F-AAA, APAAAFT ,−  

denotes that between F-AAA and AP, and APMST ,  

denotes that between MS and AP. The authentica-

tion latency of our full authentication is 

2 AAAHAAAFT −− ,  + 2 APAAAFT ,−  + 2 APMST ,  , that of 

our fast reauthentication is 2 APAAAFT ,−   +  

2 APMST ,  , that of W-SKE scheme is 

2 AAAHAAAFT −− ,   + 4 APAAAFT ,−   + 6 APMST ,  , and 

that of EAP-AKA is 4 AAAHAAAFT −− ,   + 

4 APAAAFT ,−  + 6 APMST , . Under the figures that  

AAAHAAAFT −− , = 130 ms,  APAAAFT ,− = 25ms and  

APMST , = 2 ms, EAP-AKA takes 632 ms, W-SKE 

takes 372 ms, our full authentication takes 314 ms, 

and our fast re-authentication takes 54 ms. Assume 

the average number of executed fast 

re-authentications per full authentication is 15, our 

scheme averagely takes 70 ms. For such cases, our 

scheme takes only 19% time of W-SKE, and takes 

only 11% time of EAP-AKA. 

      Figure 6 shows the authentication latencies 

of various schemes, under the figures that 

AAAHAAAFT −− , = 130 ms, APAAAFT ,− = 25ms and 

APMST , = 2 ms. “15:1” denotes that there are aver-

age 15 fast re-authentications per full authentica-

tion in our scheme, and “30:1” denotes that there 

are averagely 30 fast re-authentications per full 

authentication. From the figure, we can see that 

our scheme greatly improves the authentication 

latency. 

 

6. Conclusions 

      In this paper, based on error correction 

codes, one-way hashing and symmetric cryptog-

raphy, we propose an efficient authentication pro-

tocol with perfect user anonymity and untraceabil-

ity for integrated 3G/WLAN networks. Compared 

to its counterparts, the new scheme own several 

practical merits: (1) it provides perfect anonymity, 

(2) it eliminates the overhead of maintaining the 

secret key database of registered users, and (3) it 

greatly improves the communication performance. 

Under practical figures, it takes only 19% authen-

tication latency of W-SKE, and takes only 11% 

that of EAP-AKA. 
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Fig. 1.  A network architecture for 3G/WLAN interworking 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.  The authentication model 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.  The unbalanced one-way binary tree scheme 
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Fig. 4.  A full authentication with i-th session 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.  A fast reauthentication with j-th session 
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Fig. 6.  Authentication latency for various schemes 
 


